Keep this boarding card until you arrive at your destination.
Enjoy your trip to Venice Marco Polo!

YOUR BOARDING CARD

IT'S MORE HANDY IF YOU FOLD IT!

HAND LUGGAGE

DANIEL SCHLOSSER
FLIGHT

BOARDING

V71239

07:10

SEAT

DEPARTURE

19B

07:45

BOARDING GROUP: B
DUBROVNIK

07:45 JUN 11, 2016
MAXIMUM WEIGHT 10KG

VENICE MARCO POLO

09:05 JUN 11, 2016

You can take up to 2 pieces of hand luggage on board.
Remember that if it is larger or weighs more than is allowed, we
will have to take it down to the hold, with a charge of €60 per
item. In any case, we can only guarantee to carry 75 suitcases
in the cabin.

CONFIRMATION NO.: P4SGXS
SERVICES: No services
SEQ#: 0059

Please do not forget to check your boarding gate on the screens in the
airport. Check the status of your flight on our website and via our mobile app.

If you have reduced mobility or require special assistance,
please let us know 48 hours before the flight and remember
that you must report to the check-in desk.

DANIEL, YOUR FLIGHT SCHEDULE...
05:45 - 07:10

07:10 - 07:30

07:45

09:05

LUGGAGE CHECK-IN

BOARDING

TAKE OFF

ARRIVAL

If you need to check-in
your luggage,
remember that you
can do so from 2 hours
before your flight
departs.

Your flight will begin
boarding 35 minutes
before departure, and
will close 15 minutes
before departure.

We wish you a
comfortable and
pleasant flight.
The approximate
duration of this
flight is 1 hour
and 20 minutes.

You arrived to your
destination, enjoy
and thank you so
much for chosing
us.

SUPERVOLOTEA
Become a Supervolotea and enjoy Super-prices,
exclusive Super-offers and Super-priority on all
promotions.
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FLEX
And if you change your mind? Flex! The plan that adapts to any
change of plans, for increased flexibility on your journeys with
Volotea. Add it on when you make your purchase.

